Enabling the Digital Aftermarket
Order (TecOrder)

Electronic order platform for the independent automotive aftermarket
Order

- Electronic communication platform for automation of purchaser-supplier processes
- Check availability in the online dialogue and order spare parts
- Through supplier responses orders are confirmed, deliveries announced, and invoice data transmitted
- Standardised message formats used for data transmission
- Various integration levels and interfaces available for both the purchaser and the supplier
- Ensuring optimum inclusion in the existing process

Key facts

280 system integrated suppliers
- World’s largest spare parts manufacturers

> 25,000 orderers
- Ca. 140,000 Geschäftsbeziehungen

~ 450 million transactions per year
The solution at a glance

- The biggest B2B platform for the automotive aftermarket
- Order Web - web based platform for order handling
- Order Local - offline application for order handling
- ERP Integration Modules: ready to use modules for integration in SAP or Axcapta
- SDK kits oder web services for own integration
- Order-to-Invoice Conversion Service: conversion of data into all common formats
- Availability enquiry
- Express order
- Stock order
- Order confirmation
- Delivery notification
- Invoice
- Format conversion (e.g. TecForm, TXML, EDI (ClepaFigiefa D96.A), ANSI X12)
- RichClients and web clients
Various components

- Order Web
- Order Local
- Order Connect
- Document Transport Service (DTS)
- Order ReverseMessage AddOn
- TomConnect
- Conversion Service
- ERP Integration Modules
- Order-To-Invoice ERP-Link
- Webservice
- SDKs (.NET und Java)
- TCC
- Hosted Solutions
How the solution works

Orderer

Order

Order processing
- Availability
- Express order
- Stock order

Order documentation:
- Order confirmation
- Delivery notification
- Invoice

Order-to-Invoice

Supplier

- Availability
- Prices
- Alternative parts

Client: „TecWeb“
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Why Order?

- Complete solution to **automate, accelerate, simplify** and **reduce the costs** of ordering parts between purchasers and suppliers

- The orderer...
  - ...benefits from the direct electronic connection of all of its suppliers
  - ...can respond more quickly and offer an enhanced service to his customers

- The supplier...
  - ...can automate and optimise its order processing
  - ...can confirm orders, announce deliveries and send invoices in a fully integrated way
  - ...can increase customer satisfaction thanks to shorter response times
Why TecAlliance?

With data, processes, integrated solutions and comprehensive consulting services, TecAlliance creates an infrastructure for the market participants in the digital aftermarket that makes you more successful for the long run.
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